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1 Day Cyber Security Simulation Game 

Workshop description: 
This simulation workshop aims to showcase the participants on how to drive cyber security in an 
organisation and to make stakeholders understand the importance of security in their daily 
operations. This simulation is run in an extremely engaging manner where each participant plays a 
role. The theme is built around a large corporation who is trying to improve its business reputation 
to gain customer confidence. As a team you need to work together to fulfil the mission of the 
simulation and during this journey you shall be doing the following:  

 

 Develop Cyber Security Policy 

 Security Governance 

 Conduct Risk Assessment 

 Access Control 

 Handle Security Incidents 

 Security Operations  
 

This simulation confronts you how working with unreliable information can dramatically harm your business 

Cyber Security Simulation Outcome: 

 People: Awareness & understanding of policy & procedures and the impact of not following; 
communication; feedback on confronting each other on behaviour; knowledge and skills to 
perform security related activities  

 Process: Were the security policy, processes and procedures fit-for-use and fit-for-purpose; 
were the procedures being adhered to?  

 Product: Were security events and incidents detected and recorded; were products used for 
detection, prevention and recovery?  

 Partner: Were all partner and supplier capabilities in the end-to-end chain aligned?  
 
Learning Objectives: 
 

 Awareness and importance of Cyber 

Security and Cyber Resilience 

 Better understanding of the threats, risks 

and weaknesses 

 Gain practical insights and tips on how to 

initiate and implement effective Cyber 

Security and Cyber Resilience initiatives 

 See, feel and experience the impact of 

‘attitude’ and ‘behavior’ as critical success 

or fail factors in Cyber Security 

Who should attend? 
 

 Information Security: Managers, 
Practitioners, Auditors, Project Managers, 
Consultants, Trainers, Experts 

 Professionals from other domains like: 
Business Continuity Management, Risk 
Management, Governance and 
Compliance, Information Technology 

 Equally good for experts as well as the 
newcomers 

 
For further information please email us at info@continuityandresilience.com  
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